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every fence is
a good neighbor fence

Named #1 new product by Fencepost
Magazine, the official publication
of the American Fence Association.

A fence is the most visible extension of a home. And with FenceScape
you don’t have to sacrifice beauty to get quality. You get the best of both
worlds. FenceScape provides the look and feel of wood with the lowmaintenance benefits you expect from composites. There’s no painting,
staining or sealing, and FenceScape won’t split, rot, warp, crack, splinter
or suffer termite damage. Available in a rich, warm, beautiful Mountain
Cedar color, FenceScape composite fencing will look new, year after year.
Components
Fence Boards
1/2" x 5-1/2" or 1/2" x 3-1/2"
FenceScape fence boards are 30%-40% lighter than solid
composite boards. Dog-eared boards are available in 6' lengths.
Square cut boards are available in 6', 8' or 10' lengths.
Posts
5-1/4" x 5-1/4"
FenceScape’s self-supporting post is serrated to match the rail
and has a 1/2" thick wall. It is available in 7' or 9' lengths.
Although not required, the posts can slide over a new or existing
4 x 4 or can be used in conjunction with a steel post.
Post Covers
4-1/4" x 4-1/4"
FenceScape post covers are available in 7' or 9' lengths and
have a smooth surface. The post covers must slide over an
existing 4 x 4 or steel post.
Post Caps
Decorative and internal post caps are available for use
with the 5-1/4" x 5-1/4" post. Flat top post caps can be
used with post covers.

Rail Brackets
FenceScape’s rail bracket provides an alternative to toe-screwing
the rails between the posts, eliminating the need to pre-drill.
Installation is faster and easier than ever.
Color-Matched Fasteners
#8 x 1-1/4" stainless steel screws are available for attaching rail
brackets and fence boards. Fence boards can also be attached
with our 1-3/4" hot dipped ring shank nails.
Steel Reinforced Rail
1-9/16" x 3" x 8'
FenceScape’s rail contains a honeycomb of steel that helps
prevent sag experienced over time with temperature changes
or long-term load.
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ignite your imagination
With FenceScape, you can customize any outdoor living space.
FenceScape components provide the same design flexibility and
workability as traditional wood, allowing you to express your style and
create a distinct design. Customized gates and styles such as privacy,
picket, shadowbox and other unique installations are easily achieved.
And because FenceScape easily follows the contour of the ground, it
offers complete privacy and security.

Picture Frame

Our unique manufacturing process allows us to produce wood
patterns that are consistent in quality, but vary slightly in appearance.
This ensures that no two fences are exactly alike and it minimizes
repetitive patterns.
Developed by TimberTech, the company that brought you the highest
quality, most innovating decking and railing solutions on the market,
FenceScape is backed by a name you can trust. So add privacy to your
yard, relax around the pool, grill out with family and friends or beautify
your space with FenceScape composite fencing.

Roll Top

• Color: Mountain Cedar
• Made from reclaimed wood fiber and high-density polyethylene
• Contains UV-inhibiting pigments that help minimize fade
• Mildew resistant
• Spans 8' center-to-center of posts
• 25-year limited warranty for residential applications

Good Neighbor

Basket Weave
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a more sustainable world –
one piece at a time
FenceScape has the perfect balance of quality and sustainability. Our products are
an attractive, low-maintenance alternative to wood and a one-time purchase for
most homeowners. And since FenceScape will not splinter or warp and does not
require any staining or sealing, the wasteful cycle of repair and replacement typical
of wood is dramatically reduced.
Below are a few environmental initiatives
that TimberTech practices corporately.
TimberTech creates products with the environment in mind:
• No trees are cut down for the purpose of making TimberTech products.
•	Our wood flour is recycled from the woodworking industry and keeps more
than 100 million pounds of wood waste out of landfills each year.
•	More than 28 million pounds of scrap product is reclaimed and put back into
our manufacturing process each year, which saves even more wood and plastic
waste from reaching landfills.

5-1/4" x 5-1/4" Post

TimberTech strives to act responsibly in our daily operations:
• Our product brochures are printed on recycled paper using soy-based ink.
• Product cartons are made with 25%-30% recycled material and are
100% recyclable.
• The water in our manufacturing facilities is recycled using a closed loop water
system. Reusing the water in our plants saves over 140,000 gallons every day.
• We use natural light and energy-efficient bulbs to save energy.
• We ship many products by railcar. One railcar carries a load equivalent
to four tractor-trailer trucks, which in turn keeps about 500 trucks off the
road each year.
• We recycle our skids and corrugate.
TimberTech is a proud member of the U.S. Green Building Council. This coalition
of leaders from the building industry works to transform the way communities
are built and strives to create a socially responsible environment that improves
quality of life.
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Impeccable style, unlimited design possibilities
and effortless maintenance are what make
TimberTech products such a rewarding investment.
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